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Scope:
- Enhance understanding of “just transition”
- Analyse various dimensions of inequality
- Identify policy options and measures
- Take into account SDGs, other supported research
CLUSTER 5 – FOSTERING A JUST TRANSITION (2)

Expected Outcomes:
- Better understanding of distributional repercussions
- Better understanding of trade-offs and synergies
- Greater procedural justice via more involvement
- New evidence to inform policy
  - Increased societal and political acceptance
  - Improved insights into barriers and identification of strategies
Scope:
- Multi-disciplinary approaches and perspectives to tackle transition to carbon neutrality
- More extensive and cohesive networks to link STEM and SSH communities
- Better outreach to citizens and stakeholders to overcome barriers
- Novel research and applications
Expected outcomes:
- More cohesive SSH R&I communities
- More interdisciplinary work between STEM and SSH
- Stronger links to main stakeholder groups
- Lower social/behavioural barriers and more citizen engagement
CLUSTER 5 – TRANSITION SUPER-LABS (1)

Scope:
- A novel way to link R&I and policymaking
- Tackle fundamental transformations in “particularly difficult contexts”
- Real-life laboratories: “living labs” at much larger scale.
Expected outcomes:
- Mapping exercise has identified suitable settings across Europe
- Feasibility studies have yielded blueprints
- Enabling coalitions have been assembled
- Programme outline for practical delivery has been prepared.
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